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THE ASCENT OF RONDOY1 

BY DAVID WALL. 

(Four illustrations: nos. 38-4I) 

HE London School of Economics Mountaineering Club sent an 
expedition to the Cordillera de Raura in Peru in 1961. The 
leader of that successful expedition Peter Bebbington later 

went on a reconnaissance of the Cordillera Huayhuash. He was impressed 
by everything he saw there, especially by Rondoy, which he knew had 
defeated Walter Bonatti earlier that year. He arrived back in England 
in May, 1962, after working for Griffiths of the Peruvian Times as do 
most expedition leaders in Peru, it seems. He arrived back to discover 
that Dave Condict and I, both at L.S.E., were planning an expedition. 
We had been unable to go out in '61 and were hoping to make up for it 
in '63. We had nowhere particular in mind and Pete found it easy to 
persuade us to adopt Rondoy as our objective. 

By Christmas, 1962, we had three more members Graham Sadler 
and Charles Powell they also had wanted to go out in '61 but had 
somehow not managed it and Vic Walsh. While Pete was in Lima 
working for the Peruvian Times, he met the advance party of the New 
Zealand 1962 Andean Expedition; this consisted of Vic Walsh and Pete 
Farrell. 2 After that expedition Vic came to London his home town
to work in Fleet Street, we were all able to meet him, and on Pete's 
suggestion invited him to join us. Vic's inclusion greatly increased the 
strength of the expedition, and the Mount Everest Foundation agreed 
to ~upport us. 

Later, when the preparations were well under way, we decided to 
extend our programme and include attempts on Yerupaja and Jirishhanca 
Norte, and at the same time decided to invite Vic's New Zealand based 
climbing 'cobber ', Pete Farrell, to join us. Pete and Vic were respon
sible for the new route up the South-east face of Mount Cook .and we 
felt that their .inclusion in the party justified our ambitious plans. 
Another of the L.S.E. Club members, Pete Westnidge, decided to come 
with us at this juncture and by February, 1963, our expedition reached 
its full complement of eight. The seven English based members met at 
a party soon after Easter to consolidate plans and arrangements. At that 

1 Based on the account of the expedition to be published by John Murray 
& Co. in the autumn, price 28s. 

2 The expedition is described elsewhere in this issue (Supra pp. 41-62) . 
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party we had an ominous message passed to us by Don Whillans, our 
Cl~b Vice-President. He had met Ferrari on the Paine expedition; 
Ferrari had been on Bonatti's Rondoy attempt, and his message was 
short and terse: 'Watch your steps on Rondoy '. 

A few months before we were due to set out, we had a letter from the 
American climber, Lief Patterson, who told us that he too was planning 
an attempt on Rondoy that summer. C. Morales the Peruvian 
Director of Andeanism wrote about the same time, advising us that 
as our expedition would be out there at almost the same time he had 
decided to 'allocate' the more feasible West face to us and the probably 
impossible South-east face to Patterson. In his letter Patterson told us 
what he thought of this arrangement and hopefully asked us to give up 
our claim on the West face. Our reply was quite short. But an unfor
tunate spirit of competition entered the atmosphere and we concen
trated our efforts to get someone out into the Huayhuash as soon as 
possible. 

I turned out to be the only one who could leave early, having been 
able to arrange my research to include a study of the Peruvian economy, 
and on June I I sailed from Liverpool on the Reina del Mar, complete 
with a ton and a half of equipment and food. I was supposed to arrange 
for the customs clearance of the crates and transport them up to Chiquian, 
and arrange for mules, before the main party arrived in Peru. As I 
drank my way around the world I was entertained, by the Reina barmen, 
with tales of Don Whillans and Chris Bonington. They had travelled to 
Chile, en route for the Towers of Paine, on board the Reina, and the 
barmen had been left with many stories to tell me. The Reina has been 
an expedition favourite for many years, but now it will be so no more, 
for its continual losses on the West Coast route forced the P.S.N.C. to 
sell her, to Max Wilson; and the stories of my exploits will be passed 
over the bar to round-trip tourists to New York. Future expeditions to 
Peru are faced with a transport problem, for there is now no passenger 
service down the West Coast. 

I arrived in Callao on June 21. My detailed plans told me that I had 
four days to get the gear through customs, onto a lorry and up to Chiquian. 
Despite my impressive collection of edicts, orders and special permits, 
the combined efforts of the customs officials and our agent managed to 
keep me in Lima for two weeks, by the end of which I had given up hope 
of ever seeing the Andes. During my forced sojourn in Lima, the main 
party from England arrived (all except Pete Bebbington) and- were 
quite surprised to find me waiting for them at the airport. They were 
even more surprised when they left for Chiquian two days later, leaving 
me and the equipment and food behind. They left Lima at four in the 
morning. I crawled into bed, intending to sleep until noon; at eight 
the telephone shattered my nerves. The hall-porter was ringing to tell 
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me that a 'Senor Farrell' was on his way up to my room. I jumped out 
of bed, but before I could dress the door burst open and in blew Pete 
Farrell. 

My first meeting with Pete made a big impression on me. His flat 
cap was pulled down over his forehead, matching his accent, which was 
broad Manchester. He reminded me of Don Whillans. Both of our 
New Zealanders were, in fact, fakes. They had both emigrated after 
their National Service. Pete is a native of Manchester he is a fully 
paid up member of the Karabiner Club and Vic is a Londoner. 

Pete's arrival coincided with the release of the equipment, except 
two crates of gin and four new ice-axes, which had disappeared between 
Newhaven docks and Callao. We could understand the gin being 
missing, but did not appreciate why anyone should want the ice-axes. 
Their disappearance meant we were short of axes, and as we only dis
covered their absence while loading the lorry, there was nothing we 
could do except leave a note behind for Pete Bebbington. 

We left Lima at nine in the evening, arriving at Chiquian at four the 
following afternoon. Only Charlie, Vic and Dave Condict were there to 
meet us, Pete Westnidge and Graham had gone off in baseball boots to 
reconnoitre the route-in for the mules. After we had unloaded the lorry, 
Pete Farrell and I lay down, both of us suffering from soroche the result 
of travelling across the 14,ooo-ft. puna on the open back of the lorry. 

After a few days of acclimatising i.e. drinking we had managed to 
bargain a muleteer down to our price and we set off for Rondoy, complete 
with twenty-eight burros and four pack-horses. Even this number 
was not sufficient and Pete Bebbington, who had arrived by then, was 
to follow a few days later with another four burros. The trek-in is best 
left undescribed. Vic and Graham had moved in a day ahead, to look 
for a Base Camp. We found them in the afternoon of the third day out 
from Chiquian, on a piece of flat, clear ground between two glacial 
lakes. The site was magnificent, in the focus of Jirishhanca Chico, del 
Sur, and del Norte, Rondoy and Ninashhanca. The lowest point in the 
ridge was over 17,ooo ft. Hanging around the valley were a series of 
enormous glaciers, which provided a background of avalanches and ice 
breaking off continually both night and day. 

From where we were, it seemed that the key to Rondoy lay up an ice
face (see right of illustration no. 38) leading up to the ridge. The face 
formed part of a 3,ooo ft. wall surrounding an ice-basin. Our first prob
lem was to find a route into the ice-basin; the most obvious way in was 
through the ice-fall that blocked the entrance into it. We spent the first 
day after our arrival setting up Base Camp and preparing for putting 
up a camp in the basin. 

Very early on the third day six of us set off up a steep lateral moraine 
leading to the tip of the tongue of the glacier that flowed out of the 
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basin. We were all having breathing problems and our slow, arduous 
progress up the moraine sounded like six out-of-condition steam engines. 
By the time we ventured onto the glacier the sun was well up, melting 
the ice. We climbed as three ropes of two, Pete Farrell and Graham 
leading. The first section up to the ice-fall was fairly easy climbing, 
though I for one found the steeper sections gruelling. In the ice-fall, 
our progress slowed down. A succession of small terraces led up to 
steep walls of rotten ice; after several of these walls, Pete Farrell shouted 
down that he had reached a full-stop, in the form of a tall, overhanging 
wall of rotten ice. He could find no feasible route his description of 
the wall was 'suicidal'. 

Reversing put Vic and myself in the lead, and we tried another route, 
again drawing a blank when faced with the overhanging wall. Back on 
top of the moraine at the edge of the glacier we talked over our plans. 
Pete Farrell and Vic Walsh decided that they would climb up the rock 
peak, Rondoy Chico, directly above us, while the rest of us would leave 
the gear for Camp 2 behind and go on down to Base Camp. 

Pete and Vic hoped that by climbing high on Rondoy Chico they 
would be able to look down onto the ice-fall and see if there was any 
feasible route up into the basin. It was early afternoon when they started 
off, and though they reached the ridge overlooking the basin they came 
down with nothing hopeful to report. 

Pete Bebbington arrived the next day and after he had settled in, we 
made another attempt to find a route into the basin. We had decided to 
keep one person in camp all the time and this time it was my turn. 

Pete Bebbington and Graham decided to approach the ice-fall from 
the side opposite to that which we had already tried. Pete Farrell and 
Vic were to climb high up on Rondoy Chico to get a good view into the 
basin, and also to have a look at the other face, hidden from us in Base 
Camp, and to see what the ridge connecting-Rondoy Chico to the North 
summit looked like. Charlie, Pete W estnidge and Dave Condict chose 
to explore the possibilities of dropping down into the basin from the 
point on the ridge of Rondoy Chico that Pete Farrell and Vic had reached 
earlier. 

It was this last rope that made the break-through. They found a 
snow gully that dropped from the ridge, leading down onto the glacier, 
above the ice-fall. It was too late to attempt the descent that day, and, 
as they were not prepared for a bivouac, they returned to Base Camp with 
.the news. Pete Bebbington and Graham had already arrived back: with 
the news that they had drawn a blank as far as the ice-fall was concerned, 
but that they had found a superb site for a high camp on Ninashhanca. 
We could see Vic and Pete Farrell crossing a snow-field near the summit 
of Rondoy Chico; they were obviously going to have to spend the night 
out. 
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When they arrived down the next morning, it was with the news that 
the connecting ridge was desperate and they doubted that it would go. 
From what they had seen of the face below the ridge connecting the 
North and South summits it was obvious that the North-west face 
offered the best chances. 

None of us was feeling too fit and it was decided to have a rest from 
Rondoy and attempt the climb of Ninashhanca. The next day we took 
loads to establish a camp on the lower snow-slopes of Ninashhanca, 
leaving Graham and Charlie up there to have the first attempt. Charlie 
came down to Base Camp late the next morning. He had not felt too 
good on the snow-slopes and had had to give up; Pete Farrell went up to 
climb with Graham. Meanwhile Pete Bebbington, Dave Condict and 
Pete Westnidge made the second (first British) ascent of Cerro Paria, 
lower down in the valley. 

The day after Pete Farrell had joined Graham, Pete Bebbington and 
Vic went up to the high camp, to have a go themselves at Ninashhanca. 
They met Graham and Pete Farrell on their way down. They had not 
climbed it and passed on what news they could about the conditions. 

Pete Bebbington and Vic also failed, after reaching a higher point 
than the earlier parties. None of these attempts on Ninashhanca was 
made very seriously; and after a day's rest attention was switched back 
to Rondoy. Graham and Pete Farrell decided to explore the possibilities 
of the gully Char lie had seen. 

When they came down late in the afternoon they told us that they had 
found a route into the basin. Half-way down the gully they found a 
ledge running onto and round the wall of the basin. They had traversed 
round the ledge for 400 ft. and found a small platform from which it 
was 'a piece of duff' to abseil down 6o ft. onto the glacier. 

• 

THE FIRST ATTEMPT 

The following day we made our plans for the first attempt. The party 
to go for the summit was to be Vic and Pete Farrell on one rope and Pete 
Bebbington and Graham on the other. They were to go up that evening 
vvith full loads and bivouack at the top of the moraine, at the foot of the 
ridge of Rondoy Chico. The next morning they would put the route 
up into the basin, fixing ropes where necessary; meanwhile the four of 
us in Base Camp would carry supplies up to the bivouac site and meet 
Pete Bebbington and Graham· who would come back down, while Vic 
and Pete Farrell established a camp in the basin. 

That evening the four of them left with enormous sacks as usual 
Graham insisting on carrying the heaviest. The following afternoon the 
rest of us moved up, with heavy sacks full of supplies, to the bivouac 
site and met Pete Bebbington and Vic. Everything had gone according 
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to plan, except that no paraffin had been left at the site. The four of us 
decided to go back down to Base Camp for the night and return early 
the following morning. 

Space limits the description of the route up the rock face and ridge. 
It is only necessary to say that it was an excellent route, with fixed ropes 
at any point of dubious safety. We arrived at the platform after four 
hours of hard work. The abseil from the platform led to a smaller lower 
platform zo ft. below the top of the glacier, in the gap between the rock 
and ice. The climb up onto the glacier was through steep pendant 
formations, and involved two leaps across an 'S '-shaped crevasse. It 
would have been impossible to negotiate it with heavy sacks on and 
Pete Bebbington and Vic had set up an ingenious system of ropes and 
karabiners acting as pulleys. Graham climbed across and we sent the 
sacks to him. The operation was not without its difficulties and it took 
some time, frustrating time, to get all the sacks across and returned 
empty. We were cheered by the news from Graham that he could 
see Vic and Pete Farrell on the face, just below the ridge. 

As soon as we had our empty sacks back, Dave Condict, Pete West
nidge and I returned, rapidly, to the bivouac site. Two more loads had 
to be taken up the following day and, as I won the toss, I went straight 
on down to Base Camp, where Charlie had a meal ready. 

The next day, while Vic and Pete Farrell rested, Dave Condict and 
Pete W estnidge took up their loads, and Graham came down to Base 
Camp for a spare air-bed and an ice-axe to replace one Vic had broken 
on the face. They were to go for the summit the next day. 

The weather chose to break overnight and next morning we woke 
to find Base Camp covered with snow and the basin buried in cloud. 
It continued bad and on the third day the summit party returned to 
Base Camp. 

The weather cleared as soon as they returned, and while Charlie 
and Pete Westnidge set off on an attempt of Jirishhanca Chico, and 
Dave Condict walked back to Chiquian for his degree results, the summit 
party returned to the ice-basin. 

• 

THE SECOND ATTEMPT 

This time the weather held and they were able to set off up the ice-face 
at four o'clock the next morning. Vic and Pete Farrell had put up a good 
route. The lower section was up a steep ramp leading to a large platform 
below the main bergschrund; the bergschrund was by-passed by a small 
rock-pitch leading into the foot of a 6ooft. snow-gully, whose angle was 
about sixty degrees. After some strenuous climbing moving together
the route led out onto the face proper and traversed up and across to 
the overhang in the middle of the face. The face steepened to more than 
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RONDOY: APPROACHING THE NORTH SUMMIT. 
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seventy degrees directly beneath the overhang and it was hard going up 
the last so ft. into the cave under the overhang. 

After a rest they climbed out, following the steps that Vic and Pete 
Farrell had cut on their previous ascent. At first the steps zig-zagged 
up, for I so ft., a very steep section of about seventy degrees. The zig
zags led onto a traverse line zoo ft. below the ridge, which led across a 
series of ribs and gullies, height being gained in the gullies.. The traverse 
line was new, for Vic and Pete Farrell had seen what looked like a good 
line through some broken ice that by-passed problems on the ridge 
directly above. 
· They cut steps across this section, which led to the foot of a stone 
gully. The gully was dangerous, as blocks and stones were falling 
continuously down to the glacier almost 3,ooo ft. below. The rock 
gave out 6oft. or so below the steepening ridge-line and they began to 
traverse round, towards the North summit. At first the traverse was 
along a reasonable ledge but this gave way abruptly to a seemingly 
holdless section of hard ice. If this was a difficult stretch, then the next 
was desperate. Pete Farrell led the first stretch and then Vic took over. 
The gully which the traverse line led into was of vertical ice, overhanging 
in places and sheering away for hundreds of feet onto the snow-slopes. 

Leaning out on a tight rope from Pete Farrell, Vic hammered in three 
ice-pegs and clipped in two slings, and was then able to swing across the 
gully onto a small, inch-thick ledge of ice. It was a precarious move. 
He climbed onto a rib of hard snow, and, moving round, found himself 
in an almost vertical gully of solid, rotten ice. 

By now it was almost four and getting dark, time to be looking for a 
bivouac spot. When Pete Farrell had moved round, Vic climbed up 
the gully. At 6o ft. he noticed a hole in the ice, a foot wide. He pushed 
away the brittle ice around the hole, making it large enough to climb 
through. He clambered in and found himself in an ice-cave. Eight 
feet away he found himself looking directly do:wn 3,soo ft. of the opposite 
face the face illustrated in Kinzl's book Cordillera Huayhuash. It was 
a superb natural bivouac spot. l-Ie brought the others up and they settled 
in their new ' home' for the night. 

Seven next morning saw them climbing out of the 'exit' hole onto 
the opposite face. They climbed directly up and in 3 o ft. were on the 
ridge. They reached a ramp that descended to a rib leading directly 
up to the North summit, and as they began to move down the ramp they 
became visible to us in Base Camp, their axes glinting in the brilliant 
sun. We watched them as they climbed slowly up the ice-rib, onto an 
ice-wall, and back onto the rib and, finally, onto the summit. 

They had reached as far as Bonatti had, in much quicker time, and 
without any major difficulty. But from the summit they could see what 
Bonatti had meant when he had written that the ridge connecting the 
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North summit with the higher South summit was impossibly dangerous. 
This time, however, with better weather conditions, the ridge looked 
feasible and Pete Farrell and Vic led off 'along it. 

A series of bumps gave way to a knife-edge ridge, the whole length 
being heavily corniced. The so ft. stretch of knife-edge ended on a 
platform below a huge rock gendarme, blocking both the view and route 
along the remainder of the ridge leading to the main summit. It was 
late by the time Pete Farrell reached this point, and as they were not 
fully equipped for a night out, they reversed the day's climbing back 
to the ice-cave. At least they knew that the route was possible. After 
an uncomfortable night they climbed back down the face, Pete Farrell 
and Pete Bebbington climbing right down to Base Camp, while Graham 
and Vic spent the night in the ice-basin and followed on the next morning. 

INTERLUDE 

The next week, of glorious weather, was spent restfully, except for a 
rescue of Pete Westnidge, who had broken his ankle jumping over a 
crevasse high on Ninashhanca, and a twenty mile walk to Queropalca 
to telegraph for sp~re ice-axes, to replace those lost on the face. Fishing, 
reading, sun-bathing, yarning and fending off the endemic man-eating 
flies were the order of the day; Charlie and I even managed to get in 
some shooting with a local farmer. 

While we rested we made our plans for what had to be our last attempt 
on Rondoy. It was obvious that a support party had to climb up to the 
ice-cave with extra food, sleeping-bags and air-beds so that the summit 
party could start out fresh after a comfortable night. With Pete West
nidge out of action the support party would be Charlie, Dave Condict 
and myself. Charlie thought that if he was going to climb as far as the 
ice-cave he might as well go on for the summit and decided to make up 
a third rope with Dave Condict. Pete Bebbington said that, rather than 
leave me alone in the cave, he would like me to climb with Graham and 
him on a rope of three, if conditions allowed. 

RONDOY: ASCENT AND TRAGEDY 

We left Base Camp in perfect weather; there weren't even any of the 
clouds blowing up from the Amazon. The climb up to the ice-basin 
camp was a leisurely affair; we gave ourselves plenty of time, taking the 
best part of the afternoon as if we were on a week-end ramble. By the 
time the sun disappeared behind Ninashhanca we were all at the -camp 
site. Dave Condict and I put up another tent; as we were officially the 
support party we were to be up at midnight making the breakfast. Mean
while the evening meal was prepared and loads for the night's climbing 
made up. We sat on the edge of the camp site platform looking down 
across the basin and out across the foothills down to the Amazon. It 
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was a magnificent night, clear and crisp, and while we sat eating, the 
moon rose and shone directly into the basin. It was so bright that we 
could see every detail of the night's climbing that lay ahead of us. 

Mter a brew, we disappeared into our tents. It seemed only a few 
minutes before the alarm was rousing us and Dave and I were up again. 
We lo~ked up to the face and ridge apprehensively, for in the few hours 
we had been asleep a cloud bank had blown in from the Amazon basin, 
completely enveloping Rondoy and the upper half of the face. And 
down in the foothills we could see great orange balls of fire, out of which 
shot lightning streaks. It was an impressive, if ominous, sight. After a 
hurried consultation with Pete Bebbington we decided we would go 
ahead with climbing plans. 

Dave Condict and I provided entertainment by sending our tent up 
in flames, complete with air-beds. It was after three when we eventually 
left the camp site. Pete Farrell and Vic were leading, Pete Bebbington, 
Graham and I followed, with Dave Condict and Charlie bringing up the 
rear. Pete Farrell and Vic were climbing very fast, soon disappearing -
from view. We behind simply followed their tracks. By dawn we were 

. near the top of the long snow -gully and stopped for a rest at the ' half
way' overhang. Dave Condict was having trouble with his breathing 
and with his awkwardly shaped pack. We waited for them to catch us 
up qefore starting out again. The clouds had cleared now and we were 
climbing in brilliant sunshine. Pete and Vic appeared in view for a few 
seconds before disappearing into the rock gully. When we reached the 
same spot, three hours later, the weather turned completely. 

As Pete Bebbington led off up the rock gully the clouds came down 
again and he disappeared into them. As soon as the sun was blotted out 
it became bitterly cold. The top of the gully was even colder. A bitter 
wind was blowing over the ridge. Pete Bebbington, Graham and I had 
to crouch on small ledges at the top of the gully, waiting for Charlie, 
who was using our rope as a top-rope. It wasn't too pleasant sitting 
around in the cold and Charlie's arrival was greeted by a few minutes' 
continuous cursing. He must have felt a little unwanted! 

As soon as we had our rope back, Graham led off on the traverse, 
disappearing into the mist. I followed him to give him a tight rope on 
the artificial pitch. He had a nasty moment on this pitch, for although 
he was tlie lightest member of the party, the ledge he swung onto gave 
way. He held on to the top -rope and hand-traversed across to the rib, 
badly shaken. He rested a while to settle his nerves and, in answer to 
impatient shouts from behind, I shouted back a quick description of 
what had happened. 

I was a little apprehensive when Graham moved up and told me to 
climb across. But I was almost a foot taller than Graham and was able 
to swing across to the remaining section bf the ledge. As we came into 
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the last gully, a fur-covered head appeared in the mist, almost vertically 
above us. It was Pete Farrell shouting down from the cave, asking if 
we wanted a top-rope. We did. 

The rope between Graham and myself was too short, and I untied, 
holding on to a piton with one finger. I hammered in the crampons of 
my left boot and hoped Graham would not dislodge any large blocks of 
ice; between my legs I could see the glacier almost 3,ooo ft. below. 

It seemed an eternity before Pete Farrell threw the top-rope down and, 
after bringing Pete Be~bington up to take over my precarious stance, 
I followed Graham up. The gully was almost vertical, with an over
hanging rib directly beneath the cave entrance. On this rib I slipped off, 
trying to untangle the ropes. I knocked a few pieces of ice down on 
Pete as I fell back three feet into the gully. He shouted up his thanks 
and asked me what the hell I was doing. I replied that I was practising 
a new dance routine, at the same time attempting to kick in my heel 
points. I moved back onto the rib, and went through the same process 
again. The gully was losing its attractions and I my popularity with 
those below. I hammered in my ice-axe and mantelshelved onto it, 
into the hollow directly below the cave. Another mantelshelf move 
brought me face to face with Pete Farrell. I clambered into the cave, 
gratefully accepting a jam-jar full of hot orange froin Vic, who appeared 
through the other entrance. 

Pete Farrell and Vic had been there since nine o'clock, six hours 
after leaving the basin camp. It was one o'clock when I arrived; for 
four hours Pete Farrell and Vic had been working on the cave, enlarging 
it with the ice-axes and fitting up a kitchen on a two foot wide verandah 
outside the south exit. 

Dave Condict was having to take down the fixed ropes as he climbed, 
which slowed him down considerably, and it was four o'clock before he 
jpined us. He had been climbing for twelve and a half hours. The 
weather was really foul by the time he arrived. The clouds had completely 
blocked out all views and it was threatening to snow. It was obvious that 
a rope of three on the ridge was out of the question, and as there was 
only room for six of us to sleep lying down, I spent the night crouched 
under Pete Bebbington's and Yic's feet, jammed up against the ice-wall. 

I watched the others disappear into the clouds at seven o'clock the 
next morning, and then settled down in a comfortable position, hoping 
to have a day of uninterrupted sleep. I woke up after a few hours, 
completely covered with a layer of fresh snow. It was snowing heavily 
outside and blowing in through the two 'doors'. I went out onto the 
verandah, and although I could hear voices, I co11ldn't see more than a 
few yards in any direction. I fixed up a shelter and set to reading that 
expedition favourite, War and Peace. 

By the time it had begun to snow, the first two parties on the ridge~-
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Pete Farrell and Vic, and Pete Bebbington and Graham had reached 
the point that they had turned back from on the previous attempt. 
Charlie and Dave Condict were on the knife-edge section approaching 
the platform below the gendarme; when they reached the platform, 
Pete Farrell had already spent more than an hour looking for a route over 
the gendarme. He was just about to move down, off the platform and 
onto the face, to explore the possibilities of a crack in the face side of 
the rock obstacle. 

Pete (Farrell) moved down and belayed at the foot of the crack and 
Vic climbed down to him to give him a direct belay. Pete hand-jammed 
into the crack, the first move being the most difficult. A few more 
jams, some easy moves and he was on top of the gendarme. Vic joined 
him. While Vic gave Pete Bebbington a top-rope, Pete Farrell looked for 
a way down the other-side, and fixed up an abseil rope down onto the 
top of a snow-ramp leading up from the snow-saddle that formed the 
middle of the ridge. (This snow-saddle is clearly visible in illustration 
no. 38, midway between the two SUID.Iflits.) 

As soon as Pete Bebbington was able to take over Vic's stance, Pete 
Farrell and Vic abseiled down onto the saddle. They climbed across the 
saddle and over two ice-ribs that broke up the last section. The second 
gully, filled with powdery snow, led directly up for a couple of hundred 
feet onto the summit cornice. Three run-outs took them across rotten 
ice onto the ridge, and at 5.30 p.m. Vic climbed onto the summit, letting 
out a victorious yell. It was almost dark as they climbed down to a 
crevasse 30 ft. below the summit and prepared themselves a bivouac 
site. When the second party arrived in the gully, Pete Farrell shouted 
down the news. He told them, too, that the crevasse was too small for 
anyone else and Pete Bebbington found a couple of small ledges, one 
of which could be enlarged to take the four of them. Charlie arrived 
and helped to hack out the ledge. In the darkness below Dave Condict 
stood, cramponed on, wondering what was happening as lumps of ice 
showered onto him. Eventually Charlie shouted down to him and he 
climbed up in the direction of the voices. He joined them on the ledge, 
hearing the news about the summit. Up till then he had had no idea of 
where he was. 

It was after midnight before they were able to settle down and 4 a.m. 
saw them up again, preparing breakfast. Vic and Pete waited for the 
first rope (Pete Bebbington and Graham) to pass them on the way up, 
before starting on their way back along the ridge. 

Pete Bebbington and Graham climbed onto the summit and descended 
again, leaving Charlie and Dave to climb up to the ridge. To save time 
Charlie and Dave abseiled down the gully, catching up with Pete Beb
bington who was just about to climb around the rib onto the saddle. 
When Charlie and Dave climbed round tHe rib, Pete and Graham were 
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out of sight, hidden in the clouds. At one point as they made their way 
across the saddle, the clouds cleared for a short while and they could 
see Pete Bebbington climbing up the gendarme, with Graham belayed 
on the snow-ramp beneath him. 

When Charlie reached the gendarme he was about to start climbing, 
when he noticed an ice-axe below him, at the top . of the gully. He 
climbed down to it. It was Graham's. He looked around, but was 
unable to see any signs of an accident. He put the ice-axe in his pack 
and climbed back to the gendarme, not unduly worried, as he knew 
that Graham always carried a spare axe, and had probably dropped this 
one from the gendarme, and left it hoping Charlie or Dave would pick 
it up. 

When they reached the top of the gendarme, they saw Pete Farrell 
just below the North summit. He was shouting to them, asking if they 
had seen anything of Pete and Graham. Charlie shouted back what they 
knew, and then the two ropes continued climbing. 

In the ice-cave I had heard the shouting and wondered how they were 
doing. I was expecting them to spend two nights out and was startled 
by the appe~rance of Pete Farrell on the verandah. Vic soon followed 
him, and while I brewed up some soup they told me of the climb. Pete 
Farrell was uneasy and several times went out onto the verandah, 
shouting to Pete Bebbington and Graham, but got no reply. They 
decided to climb down the face to leave more room in the cave. It 
was half-past two when they left, telling me to expect Pete and Graham 
in an hour and Charlie and Dave in two hours and a half. 

Two and a half hours later Charlie and Dave arrived. I plied them 
with questions. They told me of how the last time they had seen Pete 
and Graham had been on the gendarme and of how they had found 
the axe. It began to snow heavily after they arrived; it was already dark, 
and they were exhausted. There was nothing we could do that night, 
so we settled down, leaving plans to be made in the morning. We 
knew then that there could be no hope, but said nothing of our fears to 
each other. . 

The next morning we attracted the attention of Pete and Vic, catching 
the sun on a biscuit tin lid and flashing it across the tents in the basin. 
While doing this we talked over the situation. If there was any rescue 
work to be done on the ridge we knew that we could not muster the 
experience or strength between us to undertake it adequately. We had 
to climb down to Vic and Pete Farrell and tell them the news. - Dave 
Condict decided to stay in the cave, for three reasons: (a) in case Pete 
and Graham turned up; (b) so that Charlie and I could move faster on 
the face; (c) a rope of two on the face would ensure that Vic and Pete 
Farrell knew something was wrong. 

Pete Farrell aD:d Vic had in fact seen the flashing and decided to 
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climq back up that night. Meanwhile, in blazing sunlight, Charlie and 
I set out on the face. The two down in the basin saw us and the acoustics 
were such that we could hold a reasonable conversation with them . 

• 

We told them what we knew. They shouted back that they would 
. climb back up at midnight. Conditions on the face were atrocious, 

the fresh snow had filled the steps and the whole surface was melting 
and slushy. It was slow work and we took six hours to climb down, 
arriving back at the tents as it began to snow again. 

Despite the fact that they had been climbing strenuously for four 
days, and most part of the nights too, Pete and Vic climbed up to the 
cave in close on four hours. A magnificent effort. Dave Condict woke 
up and prepared a breakfast for them and then the two of them went 
back along the ridge to the gendarme but found no trace of Pete and 
Graham. In burning hot sun they climbed back to the cave, loaded 
everything there into their packs and, with Dave, began climbing 
down the face again. As they climbed down a freak storm, blown in 
from the Amazon, broke around thef!l. They abseiled down on single 
3 00 ft. nylon, harassed by hail and snow' olinding flashes of lightning 
and rapidly descending darkness. In Base Camp, we watched their 
progress anxiously, tracing the path of their lights down the face. 

They arrived back in Base Camp the following evening, utterly 
exhausted, to tell us their negative news. It was clear that by then there 
could be absolutely no hope; Pete and Graham must be dead, each of us 
realised. We could only assume that one had fallen off, pulling the other 
with him. A fall at any point on the ridge meant a fall of over 3,ooo ft. 
to the glaciers below. There were no cries, no signs in the snow of an 
accident. They had just disappeared. 

After a few days' rest Pete Farrell and Vic climbed up Rondoy 
Chico again, with Charlie and Dave Condict supporting them. This 
time they traversed towards the other side, to the basin and face beneath 
the South summit. They found the bodies, still roped together, at the 
top of a snow -ramp at the foot of the face, directly beneath the gendarme. 
It would have been impossible to move the bodies very far, and Pete 
Farrell and Vic buried their dead friends on the glacier. 

Rondoy has been climbed; but at a price . 
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